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of lus hereditary principality of Eedur, should not be con-
founded with the black mail, which, also under the names of
gras or wol, the banditti of the Rajpeepla hills extorted from
the defenceless villager, or the reivers of the Choonwal from
the travelling merchant, much rather should confusion he
avoided between either of these classes of claims, and the
regular and legal title to a share of the family lands which was
possessed by the grassid cadet of a Rajpoot house The
following description by Colonel Walker, of the titles borne
by the different chieftains throughout Kateewar may be
applied more generally to the whole of Goozerat —
' The title of Raja is applicable to the head of the family
' only He must be independent, that is not pay jumma or
' tribute to another of his family The tribute payable to the
' Moguls or the Mahrattas does not affect the independence
' of his character The address of a Raja runs " Muh&raja
' Raja Shree	"   The origin of the title of Rana, which
' is nowise inferior to that of Raja, cannot be satisfactorily
' traced (Similarly of the title of Row) The title which
' follows next in gradation, is that of Rawul, which is the most
' appropriate designation of the Chieftain of Bhownugger,—a
' distinction which his ancestors assumed on receiving some
' assistance from the Rawul of Doongurpoor This address
'runs, "Rawul Shree 	"    The sons of Rajas, Ranas
' (Rows),  and Rawuls  bear the  appellation  of Koonwur
 *	(prince), and their sons the designation of Thakor, provided
 *	they have succeeded to an estate   The sons of a Thakor are
' also called ' Koonwur' during their father's life    On his
4 death the eldest becomes a Thakor, and the others " Bhoo-
' meeas,"  and  " Grassias "    Thakor,  the next  gradation
4 after Rawul, is applied to all those who are not powerful
4 enough to assume and use the title of Raja, or who are the
 *	heads of distinct, but inferior, branches of a family   To the
' head of a family, Thakors owe a feudal submission, exera-
' phfied in the payment of tribute, sending a horse, or the
 *	performance of service    In their own possessions^ Thakors
' are, however, as independent as Rajas    " Bhoomeea " is ap-

 *	phed to all possessors of landed property who are not Rajas
 *	or Thakors, of which they are the inferior gradation    We

